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Abstract 
Remote Information Configuration is advanced software for capturing automatically the configuration of 

Computers available in the LAN. The software will collect all the configuration of computers in the network and 

store the information in the Data Base. The configuration such as the Processor, Memory such as RAM and 

Hard Disk,  System Software and Application software installed will be captured from remote and stored in the 

Data Base with the timestamp. Any change in the configuration will be captured on time to time basis and 

updated; this will bring in a change management control of the components. Provision for manual recording of 

owner of the computer asset and location details will be provided for Asset Management. This module will also 

include the process of allotment of asset, removal of asset, re-allotment of asset, new asset request management, 

asset procurement planning. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Remote Information Configuration is 

software which provides standard information that a 

network administrator can use to monitor, analyze 

Local Area Network (LAN) [1]. In order to secure 

network infrastructure affecting from risk, both 

network administrator or system administrators should 

have agreement between them for managing LAN 

network. Main aim of this project is to provide 

solution for controlling entire network from any one 

of the computers in LAN location, which helps us to 

monitoring other computers on LAN and to provide 

the maximum details about the computer to the 

administrator on their screen without knowing from 

users of that computer [2]. The characteristics of the 

network are determined by which systems are alive 

and reachable, what operating system used, 

configuration of memory details and application 

software installed on of those systems in LAN.  

   

II. EXTRACTING IP ADDRESS, MAC 

ADDRESS AND HOST NAME 
First and main thing is to set up a LAN 

environment where 30 or more computers are 

interconnected each other. The important task is to 

find out IP address of each computer which are 

active in network. All computers IP address are to 

be in same domain and starts with same address. 

Computer is connected to local area network; it will 

have internal IP address which marks its location on 

local network. Network administrator can use any 

computer in LAN to fetch all IP address of each 

computer. In this project there is no server 

computer.  

When an administrator check for IP address, each 

computer should be reachable from the 

administrator computer within time. If particular IP 

address is found thereby we will get MAC address, 

host name of particular computer. Address 

resolution protocol which converts IP address to 

MAC address. Java execute command prompt 

commands thereby ―arp‖ command will give 

permanent address that is MAC address. Otherwise 

IP address is not found then administrator cannot 

extract MAC address, host name of computer. 

 

III. EXTRACTING MANUFACTURE, 

PROCESSOR AND MEMORY 

DETAILS 
After collecting IP address of each 

computer. Administrator check IP address is 

reachable from that particular computer then we use 

remote connecting tool to connect with computer. I 

use PSTool to get remote computer command 

prompt and to execute any process remotely [2].  

Need to check psexec service run internally on 

remote computer on LAN. For running psexec 

service each computer in LAN should need admin 

share. If computer is having administrator share 

without knowledge of  user’s of  remote computer, 

administrator get all details including command 

prompt of that computer remotely.  

PS info is a command in PStool suite 

which collects all the application software installed 

in remote machines. Psinfo relies on remote registry 

access to obtain its data.  PsInfo must have access to 

the HKLM\System portion of the remote Registry. 

Psinfo –s which lists all the software installed [2].   
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By using PSTool we can’t store data into database. 

So we use JAR file and coded to get details of 

operating system, manufacturer, all minute 

information about memory and placed in remote 

computer desktop. Administrator will run JAR file 

remotely using psexec command in program to get 

information in his computer and stored in database 

[2].  

 

IV. PERFORMANCE OF CPU 
For using intelligence in this data 

collection, System Information gatherer (SIGAR) is 

a cross platform API for collecting all essential 

details of CPU. It has many classes to collect 

information about system memory, CPU details, 

cache memory, etc. Use JAR file to get all CPU 

vendor, cache memory details and placed in remote 

computer desktop. This JAR file main class add jar 

file known hyperic sigar API so that this package 

will invoke cpuinfo class call method of CPU 

vendor and cache memory. Administrator will run 

JAR file remotely and get information in his 

computer and stored in database [2]. It use artificial 

intelligence multilayer perceptron algorithm to 

evaluate the performance of CPU vendors [3]. 

 

V. RESULTS 

          
             Figure.1. Collecting IPaddress,Host name,MAC address 

 

              
Figure.2.Psexec launches remotely 
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                 Figure.3.show application software installed in remote computer 

 

 
                 Figure.4. extracting manufacture, memory (ram) details 
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Figure.5. CPU performance graph 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Remote Information configuration can 

automatically scan network for available computers. 

It can monitor the details of CPU, Memory, 

operating system, Disk Drives and create a database 

to store those details. As an enhancement, the 

remote information configuration is monitoring 

entire details of computers over a local area 

network. In the future work it can evaluate memory 

utilized by each computer thereby alert network 

administrator that particular computer is running out 

of memory .If one or more of employees are 

installing application software’s which are not 

relevant to work, network administrator will soon 

come to know about it by using this software and 

get alert message of particular software is looting 

information of that computer. The program will also 

help us to know which application software is using 

maximum memory without knowing the user.   
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